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SUMMARY

To account for the genotype-environmental interactions which occur between
families derived from crosses between the truebreeding varieties I and 5 and
2 and 42 of .Wicotiana rustica and the environmental variables, sowing date and
planting density, it 1* necessary to include interactions between epistatic gene
action and these environmental variables for most characters. In general the
epistatic component of the family means is greatest in one or both extremes of
the environmental range and is smallest in the other extreme or in the average
environments. The change in magnitude and sign of the epistatic component
over environments in some but not in all cases is linearly related to biological
or physical measures of the differences between the environments.

The same character may, therefore, display two or more distinct kinds of
genetical architecture in different parts of the environmental range. In average
environments most characters display the architecture of a character with an
intermediate optimum which has been subjected to stabiising selection while in
an extreme environment they display the architecture of a character with an
optimum at one extreme of the phenotypic range which has been subjected
to directional selection. This is as expected, provided that the type of selection
to which a phenotype, which deviates from the optimum as defined in an
average environment, is subjected, is the same irrespective of whether it is the
product of an extreme genotype in an average environment or an average
genotype in an extreme environment.

1. INTRODUCTION

IN our last paper (Perkins and Jinks, 1973) it was necessary to consider
epistatic gene action and its interaction with the environment in order to
interpret the interaction between 82 inbred lines, derived from a cross
between pure-breeding varieties I and 5 of Nicotiana rustica, and eight com-
binations oftwo environmental variables, sowing dates and planting densities.
In this paper we shall examine the relationship between the occurrence of
epistasis and the kinds of environments in more detail.

2. MATERIAL

The analysis of two sets of data will be presented. The first set has been
described and analysed by Perkins and Jinks (1973) and is the 82 inbred
lines grown in eight environments, mentioned earlier. The second set of
data consists of the pure-breeding varieties 2 and 42 and their F1, F2, and
first backcross (B1 and B2) generations grown in each of eight environments
which consist of eight different sowing dates in the same season (Perkins and
Jinks, 1971).

3. METHOD

The analysis of both sets of data has followed the same pattern. The
environments within each set have been assessed and ranked on the mean
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performance of the pure-breeding parental varieties. In each environment
the adequacy of a model specifying the generation means which assumes no
epistasis has been tested. For the first set of data this test consists of a com-
parison between the mean of all inbred lines and that of the parental varieties,
1 and 5, which are expected to be the same in the absence of epistasis. The
difference between the two means is a direct estimate of the epistatic compo-
nent of the mean, [iJ (Perkins and Jinks, 1973). For the other set of data the
standard joint scaling test (Mather and Jinks, 1971) can be used.

4. THE INCIDENCE OF EPI5TA5IS IN DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTS

In table I the estimates of [iJ and their significances are listed in order of
increasing environmental values for the eight environments of the first set of

TABLE 1

Estimates of the environmental value and of the epistatic component, [1],
and the si gn jflcance oft/ic latterfor each of eight environmentsfor three
characters of the cross I x 5

Final height
Environmental value Significance of epistasis [i]

8562 Sa — 1020
103l2 S.. 9.39
l0368 a —665
l053l n.s. — l68
l1650 n.s. —ll9
ll750 * —7•23
l2468 ns. —4-•54-
l2856 n.s. 025

Growth Rate

Environmental value Significance of epistasis [iJ
2l! ** —039
283 n.s. —0l0
33l n.s. —002
3.34 n.s. 007
3.62 n.s. 029
3.73 n.s. 024
3.74 n.s. 0•14
4l2 040

Leaf length
Environmental value Significance of epistasis [i]

1394 n.s.t —078
l500 n.s. —001
l5l0 n.s. —041
15.12 n.s. —059
l5l6 n.s. 0l9
l550 n.s. 051
1575 n.s. O3O
l652 n.s.t 054

t These two environments come cloet to being significant with P = 008and P = 013,
respectively.

n.s., not significant.
* Probability = 0O5-00l. Probability = OOl-0O0l. Probability <000l.
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data. The estimates for three characters are presented. For two, growth
rate and leaf length, a simple pattern emerges in which epistasis is most
marked in the extreme environments, both high and low, and the estimates
of {i] are negative in the lower environments and positive in the higher en-
vironments. When averaged over all the eight environments the epistatic
components {i] are not significant for either character (Perkins and Jinks,
1973). Although, a similar pattern is discernible for final height, the third
character presented in table 1, the distribution of {i] values is truncated at
the positive end, which corresponds with the high environmental values, rela-
tive to the other two characters.

The results of the analysis in the second set of data (2 x 42) of the charac-
ter final height are summarised in table 2. They differ from those obtained
from the 1 x 5 cross in showing the highest incidence of epistasis in the inter-

TABLE 2

Estimates of the environmental value and of the epistatic component, [i],
and the sign j/Icance of the epista,cis for each of eight environments for

final height in the cross 2 x 42

Environmental value Epistasis [i]
1054 n.s. —3•82
ll36 n.s. 1210
113'7 35•77
ll62 16'69
ll76 t —lO•04
123'9 * 8'38
1249 n.s. 2521
l3l6 * 3075

See table 1 for probability levels.

mediate environments, in the irregularity of the magnitudes and sign of the
values of [i] and in the predominance of positive values of [1].

The characters we have examined so far have exhibited significant
epistasis in some environments but not in others. Flowering time, which is
available in both sets of data, differs in showing significant epistasis in all
eight environments in both sets. The estimates of {i] for these flowering
time data are listed in order of increasing environmental values in table 3.
For the first set, which are taken from the I x 5 cross, all estimates of [i] are
negative but they decrease regularly in magnitude with increasing environ-
mental values. This trend is similar to that for final height in the same cross
differing only in that the values of [i] for flowering time do not fall off
sufficiently to be non-significant in the highest environments. For the
second set, which are taken from the 2 x 42 cross, the estimates of [i] are
again all negative but they show no obvious trend over the environmental
range and in this respect they also resemble the final height data from the
same cross. There is, however, a relationship between the values of [i] for
flowering time and sowing date, the environmental variable. The larger
values of {i] occur in the earliest and latest sowings (1, 2, 7 and 8 in table 3)
and the smaller values in the intermediate sowings. There is, therefore, a
relationship of the kind found for growth rate and leaf length in the cross
1 x 5 but to the physical measure of the environments rather than to the
biological measure.
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5. THE NATURE OF THE EPISTATIC COMPONENT

The genes controlling the various characters in the cross 1 x 5 are largely
dispersed between the parental varieties (Jinks and Perkins, 1972; Perkins

TABLE 3

Estimates ef the environmental value and of the epistaiic component, [iJ,
for flowering time in each of eighi environments for cross /x 5 ami
cross 2x 42. For the latter cross the sowing sequence for the eight
environments is also given

1x5
Environmental value [i]

71•69 —534
7244 —583
74.69 —4I6
7500 —455
75•19 —437
7625 —3•31
8019 —378
8156 —246

2 x 42
Environmental value [i] Sowing sequence

8280 —304O 6
8310 — 1427 4
8580 —2849 7
8585 —35•38 8
8705 —17.57 3
89.01 —18.84 5
9265 —3744 2
96•73 —22•71 1

andJinks, 1973). The sign of[i] relative to that of[dJ is, therefore, the oppo-
site to that of the sum of i over all pairs of interacting loci (Jinks and Jones,
1958; Mather and Jinks, 1971). Thus the consistent pattern which we have
observed for all characters in this cross is interpretable as positive interactions
at the lower end of the environmental range which are either reduced in
magnitude or replaced by negative interactions at the upper end of the range.

The cross 2 x 42 has not been investigated prior to the experiments re-
ferred to in this paper and which were first described and analysed by Perkins
and Jinks (1971). We lack, therefore, the detailed knowledge of the genetical
control of final height and flowering time that would allow us to pursue
further the epistatic component and its relationship witli environmental
change.

6. THE LINEARITY OF THE EPJ5TATIC COMPONENT

In general we have found that epistasis occurs with the highest frequency
and with the greatest magnitude at one or both extremes of the range of
environments in which JV.. rustica has been grown. This relationship can be
examined further by regressing the estimates of the epistatic component [iJ
from each environment against the independently assessed value of the
environment. This, in the standard terminology of Perkins and Jinks (1973),
is regressing against Zj. The appropriate analyses have already been
carried out for all the characters of the first set of data as part of an investi-
gation into the validity of alternative assessments of the environmental values
(Section 5, Perkins and Jinks, 1973). The conclusions reached which are
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relevant to the present discussion were that all the significant differences
over environments in the magnitude of the epistatic components of flowering
time and growth rate are linear functions of the independent environmental
values. For final height and leaf length, however, there are significant
(P = 0.001 and P = 0.01-0.05) non-linear differences in the magnitude of
the epistatic component.

Since the epistatic component {i] measures the interaction between the
additive effects of genes at all pairs of loci, it is reasonable to examine
whether or not the variation in this epistatic component over environments
reflects the corresponding variation in the additive component, [d]. As
estimated in this paper {i] and {d] are statistically independent and this pro-
cedure is equivalent to regressing estimates of against independent
estimates of g over the j environments (Perkins and Jinks, 1973).

For both sets of data there is no evidence of a simple relationship between
the epistatic and additive components for any characters.

7. QUALITATIVE SUPPORT FROM EARLIER STUDIE5

The inbred varieties I and 5 and various generations derived from crosses
between them have been grown in most seasons since 1946 (see Mather and
Vines, 1952) and in 16 of them sufficient data on final height can be extracted

TABLE 4

The sign/icance of the 2 testing the goodness offit of an
additive-dominancemodelfor each of 16 environments
listed in order from the lowest to the highest
environmental value

Environmental rank Significance of xtt
1 **
2 **
3 **
4 n.s.
5 **
6 n.s.
7 n.s.
8 **
9 n.s.

10 n.s.
11 n.s.
12 **
13 n.s.
14 **
15 **
16 **

t See table I for probability levels.

to test the adequacy of an additive-dominance model for the family means
and to rank the seasons on the basis of their environmental values. These
data have already been described by Bucio Alanis (1966) and Bucio Alanis,
Perkins and Jinks (1969) have already noted that epistasis is present in some
seasons but that their contributions cancel out and become non-significant on
averaging over all 16 seasons. The significances of the x2's testing the good-
ness of fit of a model which assumes epistasis to be absent are listed in rank
order of the environmental values in table 4. To achieve some degree of'
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uniformity and hence of sensitivity these analyses have been limited to the
same six family means, namely, parents, F1, F2, B1 and B2, in each of the
16 seasons. Nevertheless, the data from the 16 seasons differ considerably in
the overall sizes and structures of the experiment from which they were taken,
in family size and in the number of replications. Quantitative comparisons
are, therefore, not particularly rewarding because of the inevitable differ-
ences in sensitivity but qualitatively they show the now familiar concentra-
tion of the epistasis in both the upper and lower extreme environments (table
4). Four further experiments, two of which were replicated at two sites in
1965 (Jinks and Perkins, 1970) and two in 1967 and 1968, also fit this general
picture. One of these, which would rank 11th in the list in table 4, showed
no epistasis. Of the other three, which would rank 17th, 18th and 19th, two
showed significant epistasis Thus over the 20 environments there is a
qualitative relationship between the occurrence of epistasis and the ranking
of the environments of the kind found in the 1 x 5 cross in the last section,
although the environmental variables are of a quite different kind.

8. DiscussioN

In the 1 x 5 cross there is a clear dependence of the epistatic component
of the family means in its occurrence, sign and magnitude on the environ-
ment. This may take the form of a linear relationship between the epistatic
component and an independent measure of the environmental value, or it
may be largely non-linear. But, where it can be analysed, it leads in all
cases to large negative values of the epistatic component at the lower end of
the environmental range which fall in magnitude as the environmental
values increase. For some characters this fall is so marked that it becomes
non-significant in the average environments and becomes large again but
positive in sign at the higher end of the environmental range. Because the
genes controlling these characters are mainly dispersed the sign of the interac-
tions between pairs of loci is the reverse of that of the estimate of the epistatic
component, [i]. We have a situation, therefore, in which the same character
may display two or even three qualitatively distinct kinds of genetical archi-
tecture in different portions of the environmental range. These are the
genetical architectures normally associated with characters which have been
subjected to different types of selection (Mather, 1953; Breese and Mather,
1960; Kearsey and Kojima, 1967; Mather, 1967). For example, in the
intermediate environments we find little or no evidence for epistasis for most
characters. Either, therefore, the epistatic effect at every pair of loci is small
or zero, or it is positive at some and negative at others and so cancels out on
summing the effects over all pairs of loci. In either case the genetical archi-
tecture is that of a character with an intermediate optimum subject to stabilis-.
ing selection. In extreme environments, on the other hand, the same charac-
ters have significant epistatis components which, for some characters, have
opposite signs in the high and low ends of the environmental range. In these
extreme environments they therefore display the genetical architecture of a
character whose optimum is towards the extreme of its phenotypic distribu-
tion and subject to directional selection.

This change in genetical architecture with changing environment is that
expected from the established relationship between the genetical architecture
of a character and the type of selection to which it has been subjected provid-
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opposite signs in the high and low ends of the environmental range. In these
extreme environments they therefore display the genetical architecture of a
character whose optimum is towards the extreme of its phenotypic distribu-
tion and subject to directional selection.

This change in genetical architecture with changing environment is that
expected from the established relationship between the genetical architecture
of a character and the type of selection to which it has been subjected provid-
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ing that the selection acting on a phenotype which deviates from the optimum
as defined in an average environment is the same irrespective of whether this
deviation is produced by an extreme genotype in an average environment or
an average genotype in an extreme environment. Or to put it another way,
for this relationship to hold for the present data we must assume that the
same type of selection operates on a phenotypic deviation from the optimal
phenotype whether this deviation is genetical or environmental in origin.

While much of the discussion has been concerned with those properties
which are more or less common to all characters of the 1 x 5 cross, in the
cross 2 x 42, which is the only other cross where comparable data are avail-
able, the distribution of epistasis over environments is quite different from
that in 1 x 5. None of the simple relationships between the magnitude of
the epistatic component and the environmental values found in the latter
cross appear to apply to the 2 x 42 cross. Nevertheless, for flowering time in
the cross 2 x 42, epistasis is most marked in the extreme environments as
defined by the physical treatment which differentiates the environments,
namely, date of sowing. The different pictures which emerge from the two
crosses may, therefore, reflect the situation described by Perkins (1972)
whereby the differences between the environmental values as measured
biologically (e1 and z1) could be accounted for by physical differences
between the environments for families of the I x 5 cross but not for those of
the 2 x 12 cross which is similar in many respects to the 2 x 42 cross.
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